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The Challenge of
o Corru
uption:
Regional Overvview
Corruption has become
e among the most debated
issues, whicch society faces. The probllem of corrup
ption
has risen ab
bove national borders, turning into a th
hreat
to international relationss and econom
mic developm
ment.
This trend is especially true for devvelopment off the
corruption phenomenon
n in the region of South‐‐East
Europe (SEEE). There are a number of historical facctors
and econom
mic developm
ments that haave affected and,
thus, shape
ed the manife
estations of corruption
c
in
n the
region. Wh
hile notable differencess exist betw
ween
countries in SEE in terms of their econo
omic
developmen
nt, they share similar problems, even if to
a differentt extent. Th
hese include a privatizaation
with
course that bred corruption, difficulties
d
attracting foreign invvestment, high levels of
unemploym
ment, which have
h
been hiighlighted byy the
global econ
nomic crisis, sizeable
s
grayy economies, and
favourable environments to organized crime groups.1
usly ranked among
a
the grrand
Corruption is continuou
he SEE countries. Despite the
challenges, faced by th
regulatory and
positive efforts of establishing
e
institutional base for fighting
f
corru
uption, including
specialised anti‐corruption agencies, which are being
b
introduced in the majo
ority of the countries in the
region, sign
nificant probllems persistss, especially with
1

http://www.csd.bg/artShow
w.php?id=16084

mplementation
n of the
rega rd to the practical im
existting legal frameworkk and insstitutional
enfoorcement. Tho
ough it is harrd to generallise in the
conttext of the different naational histo
orical and
instittutional en
nvironments in the SSouth‐East
Euroopean countriies, several u
underlying isssues seem
to d raw a distincct picture of the major ccorruption
probblems in the rregion. Politiccal pressure continues
to innfluence the institutional environmentt, which is
espeecially probleematic with rregard to thee work of
judiccial system and the national anti‐ccorruption
agenncies. In add
dition, the latter often lack the
neceessary instituttional capacitty. Combined
d, the lack
of poolitical will to
o pursue corruption and th
he limited
insti tutional ind
dependence and capacity, often
resu lt in slow im
mplementatio
on of anti‐corruption
policcies. Anotherr related outccome is the h
high‐level
polittical corrupttion, often the investiggation of
whicch is hindered by wid
de‐reaching immunity
legisslation.
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Figure 1. Number of SEE Countries, which have Identified the Following Problems as Major
Corruption Challenges
Private economic interests, influencing the
decision‐making (incl. Political Party
funding, conflict of intertests and MP
immunity)

10

Lack of public confidence

High‐level corruption

5

4
Political pressure/influence over
institutions (especially those in charge of
investigation of corruption) and lack of
political will to tackle corruption

5

9

5

Public procurement

5

General lack of transparency and
institutional capacity

Lack of independence and capacity of the
Judiciary

*In some “major challenge” categories, the number of countries is higher than the total, because of several challenges being combined in a one
section.
Source: SELDI, 2013

Transparency of political party funding is also a
major challenge in many SEE countries, which aids the
presence of strong external economic influence,
where private interests are being allowed to affect
the course of governance. Lack of transparency in
managing and distributing State finances, mainly with
regard to public procurement contracts, is also a
significant argument for corruption allegations.
Conflicts of interest (despite the fact that some
legislation on the topic is available in most countries,
full implementation remains an issue) and integrity
concerns give further ground for the overall lack of
public trust.
These core issues render the existence of legal and
institutional framework against corruption inefficient.
The business environment is also affected. In fact,
according to the Global Competitiveness Report 2012‐
2013, published by the World Economic Forum, the
majority of SEE countries highlight corruption among
the most problematic factors for doing business.2 The
report also indicates low trust in politicians, as well as

general lack of transparency in the judiciary and the
policy‐making process.3
The prospects for joining the EU have provided the
strongest incentives and opportunities for SEE
countries to gain speed in their fight against
corruption. The fight against corruption and the
establishment of effective judiciary have always
been of essential importance towards EU accession.
The 2012‐2013 EU Enlargement Strategy however,
firmly puts the strengthening the rule of law and
democratic governance as central to the
enlargement process. 4 Countries that wish to
become Members of the European Union have to
start early on reforms of their judicial and public
administration systems, ensuring that strong
frameworks are in place to prevent corruption.
A new approach to enlargement negotiations,
proposed by the European Commission and
endorsed by the Council of the European Union,
explicitly positions rule of law issues, including the
3
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http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalCompetitivenessRe
port_2012‐13.pdf

Ibid.
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2012/p
ackage/strategy_paper_2012_en.pdf
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fight againsst organised crime and co
orruption, ass the
centerpiece
es of the EU'ss enlargement policy. The new
approach provides
p
for the judiciary and
a fundame
ental
rights, and justice,
j
freed
dom and secu
urity (Chapterrs 23
and 24 of the acquis) to be tackled early in the
enlargemen
nt process, an
nd reaffirms the
t need for solid
s
track records of refo
orm implementation to be
t negotiation process, with
developed throughout the
the aim of ensuring
e
sustaainable and laasting reform
ms.
Regional cooperation
c
and reconcciliation in the
Western Balkans
B
is also central to the EU
Enlargemen
nt strategy. Next to the
e importance
e of
governmental dialogue and collaborration in the SEE
region, CSO
O cooperatio
on is also esssential. Tackkling
corruption calls for active civil socie
ety organisatiions`
involvemen
nt, which is the central objective of the
and
South‐East Europe Lead
dership for Development
D
pact,
Integrity (SEELDI) network. In light of potential imp
productive CSO cooperaation in the re
egion also larrgely
depends on
n the cooperation betwe
een civil socciety
The
organisations and govvernmental institutions.
i
effective dialogue
d
between CSOs and the State
S
however iss largely lim
mited in man
ny SEE coun
nties.
Significant gaps
g
exist in terms
t
of disregard of CSO
Os on
the part of the
t government, lack of in
nterest, as we
ell as
State capture of civil society organisations.
bed problemaatic environment of the region
The describ
is also reflected in variou
us rankings an
nd studies, which
w
position SEEE countries att the Europeaan bottom, when
w
it comes to
o issue, such as control off corruption, rule
of law or co
orruption perrception. The 2011 Worldw
wide
Governance
e Indicators of the World Bank larrgely
5
ranks SEE co
ountries with
h a negative value
v
in term
ms of
“Rule of Law”
L
and with
w
regard to “Control of
Corruption””. Turkey, Crroatia and Montenegro
M
(only
(
when it com
mes to the “rrule of law” indicator) are
e the
only countries from the region, positively evaluate
ed.

Figu
ure 2. SSEE Coun
ntries:
Govvernance Ind
dicators 2011
Conttrol of Corruption*

Wo
orldwide

Rule of Law
w*
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Sourcee: World Bank Woorldwide Governan
nce Indicators 20111
http://
//info.worldbank.oorg/governance/w
wgi/mc_chart.asp
* Estim
mate of governancce measured on a scale from approxximately ‐2.5
to 2.5 . Higher values co rrespond to betteer governance

The 2012 Corrruption Percception Indeex 6 ranks
Turkkey the least corrupt coun
ntry in the reegion with
rega rd to the deggree of corruption perception of its
publlic sector. Ho
owever, the ccountry`s plaace in the
overrall ranking iss far from “beest” ‐ 54th fro
om a total
of 1176 nations around th
he world. A
Albania is
percceived as most corrupt, according to tthe Index,
whicch puts the co
ountry at 133
3rd place.

Figu
ure 3. Corruption Percception in the SEE
Regiion in 2012
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Sourcee: Transparency Innternational, CORR
RUPTION PERCEPTTIONS INDEX
2012
http:///cpi.transparencyy.org/cpi2012/resu
ults/
*The sscore indicates thee perceived level o
of public sector co
orruption on a
scale oof 0 ‐ 100, where 0 means that a country is perceived as highly
corruppt and 100 means it is perceived as very clean.
** Ou t of 176 countriess and territories
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The Estimatte of governan
nce is measure
ed on a scale from
approximatelyy ‐2.5 to 2.5. Higher
H
values correspond to better
b
governance
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EU Progress Reports: 2008 –
2012 Timeline of Anti‐Corruption
Developments
in SEE

Civil Society Organisations as
Catalyst for Combating
Corruption

The EU Progress reports are a very valuable source of
information for creating an overall picture of the anti‐
corruption environment in South‐East Europe and
more importantly, of its development through time.
With the note that such generalisation might prove
misleading for in‐depth observations and detailed
country‐by‐county analyses, mainly due to the
specific national and social characteristics and
different pace of legal and institutional development
of each SEE State, the Progress Reports can serve as a
source for tracing the most relevant anti‐corruption
developments (both legal and institutional) and their
progression through the years. Analysis of the
timeline 2008‐2012 timeline set of reports for the
countries of the Western Balkans and Turkey could
also pinpoint common persisting anti‐corrutpion
challenges in SEE.

Civil society organisations are instrumental in
controlling and monitoring corruption. Since, in its
core, corruption is a social phenomenon, CSOs
capacity for collective action is indispensable asset
for both providing the government with
recommendations and initiatives, as well for
increasing public support and awareness with
regard to anti‐corruption policy.

Source: EU Progress Reports 2008‐2012; SELDI, 2013.
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Data shows that control of corruption is more
effective in countries with larger number of CSOs, as
well as with broader citizens` base, participating in
voluntary activities. 7 As long as the capacity for
association and collective action exists, a society is
able to keep a check on public corruption. In the
absence of public oversight it is nearly impossible,
even by enforcing repressive or administrative
means, to build‐in control of corruption. This is a
clear disadvantage of some East European regions,
which lack a sufficient base of proactive and
independent non‐governmental organisations, thus
creating an environment of low capacity for
association and sound collective action against
corruption. Hence, society is left isolated from the
process of combating corruption, which is among the
reasons for the slow implementation of the already
comprehensive legal framework, which has, for the
most parts, been established in the SEE region.
This lack of public support and involvement in anti‐
corruption policy in SEE is also, in part, caused by the
lack of efficient dialogue between CSOs and the
government. Next to the established correlation
between the number of CSOs and the control of
corruption in a given country, it is essential that non‐
government organisations are given enough room
for cooperation and dialogue with the relevant
public bodies, while at the same time preserving their
critical and unbiased judgement intact. This however,
proves difficult in the SEE region.
Generally, there is a lack of effectively established
formal mechanisms for engaging civil society on the
part of the national governments in the region, as
well as lack of administrative capacity and clear vision
and understanding of the potential of CSOs in the
field of anti‐corruption.

public administration, low transparency associated
with mixing not‐for‐profit and for‐profit activities of
NGOs and deficiencies in the NGO registration
process. The lack of mandatory procedures for
transparency in the sector, ineffective financial
control from the state (which should not entail
interference in the work of NGOs), the low level of
self‐regulation, all contribute to the vulnerability of
NGOs and allow illegitimate interests to operate in a
niche of low transparency and accountability. NGO
capture is particularly evident at the local level
where municipal officials take advantage of the
inadequate regulatory framework and lowered
control to the detriment of the third sector.
In this context, regional CSOs network initiatives,
such as SELDI, provide an anti‐corruption platform
for increased cooperation and knowledge sharing in
SEE – a region with many common problems in the
field. Development of such networks have the
potential to provide great value added for a
dynamic civil society, capable of participating in
public debate and influencing policy and decision‐
making process in the area of anti‐corruption and
good governance through enhancing CSOs capacity,
knowledge and commitment to provide analysis,
monitoring and advocacy on policy, measures and
reforms related to good governance and anti‐
corruption and to boost CSO cooperation and
understanding beyond regional and national levels;
promoting the state‐civil society dialogue and
improve the environment for civil activism at
regional and national level; contributing to an
enhanced cross‐country public/civic support and
participation for good governance and anti‐
corruption measures; and helping the CSOs
themselves to
improve their legitimacy,
transparency and accountability.

Apart from the existing communication and
coordination gaps, there are several alarming threats
and risks to civil society development in the region,
including civil society capture by politicians and
7
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